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S tu f f  y our  ey e s  w i t h  wond e r , 
live as if you�d drop dead in ten seconds. 
S e e  t h e  w o r l d . 
I t � s  m o r e  f a n t a s t i c  t h a n  a n y 
dream made or paid for in factories. 



The warmth the island enjoys thanks to the near constant equatorial sun is only 
matched by the warmth of its people. They take pride in le�ng visitors from around 
the world enjoy their �ny but adventure-packed island. For travelers looking to 
revive their minds, bodies and souls, at DT Travels we offer three basic categories 
for our tour packages: interests, budget and comfort level. We want everyone from 
around the globe to experience the beauty, grandeur, mystery and luxury of Sri 
Lanka, where every experience is filled with discovery, adventure, inspira�on and 
indulgence, according to what the customer is looking for.



Dear Traveller,

DT Travels Sri Lanka brochure for 2021 is in a way, a revolution from 2012-  2020 by being recognized as one of the leading 
Destination Management Companies in collaboration of India, South Africa, Malaysia, United Arab Emirates, United 
Kingdom and the Europe. Optimism abounds as this beautiful tropical island, so beloved by travelers for centuries, 
anticipates a peaceful and exciting future. Number of tourists are booming again and Sri Lanka is one of the top 10th 
holiday destinations in the world. 

At DT Travels, this is the work ethic we thrive by, as our Consultants continuously work to offer our guests with ultimate 
luxury, Comfort and flexibility during their holiday in Sri Lanka. We customize Itineraries to suit customers looking for 
specific requirements and experiences while on holiday. With almost a decade in the industry, we have steadily grown in 
recognition as one of the best tour companies in Sri Lanka. Always looking to give back, we use our success to undertake 
extensive programs to help those in need in the communities around us.

We invite you to take a new look at Sri Lanka. You may be surprised by what you find...

Destry Bartholomeusz
Founder | Chairman

Welcome to
Sri Lanka



Michael Raj
Malaysia

Arpith Chidanand
India

Destry P Bartholomeusz
Founder | Chairman

Randimal Fernando
Head of Transport

Shamein Jacob
Head of Finance

Tamara Ruwangani
Head of Customer Care

Our con�nuous success is thanks to our first-hand knowledge of our des�na�on and the 
personal service we offer our customers. Our tour consultants are backed by years of 
experience in the field which is how they can provide personalized tour op�ons that 
deliver above and beyond expecta�ons. We do not promote anything we have not 

experienced and 
enjoyed ourselves. We provide a diverse range of tours focused on culture, beaches, 

adventure and luxury, allowing our customers ample opportuni�es to discover the many 
hidden wonders and pleasures of this paradise island.

We work with over 1000 accommoda�on proper�es, each chosen for its excellence of 
service, special significance, ar�s�c and cultural importance and value for money. 

Our Team



Who are we?
Since DT Travels was born in 2013 over a few bottles of Lion lager in Colombo’s Cricket Club 

Café, the Internet has driven a travel revolution. DT Travels has been part of that revolution, 

proud to be the fastest-growing specialist website for Sri Lanka holidays. But we fervently 

believe in a timeless value too - a caring personalized service, which enables us to tailor a 

holiday to your exact needs. Now Sri Lanka has emerged unbowed from the horrors of the 

Boxing Day tsunami in 2004 and a long terrorist conflict. The generosity of spirit that 

persuades travelers to return time and again remains as strong as ever. And now the choice is 

wider than ever, with traditional beach or colonial-style hotels vying with plush villas and 

boutique hotels, great eco retreats and quirky budget hotels. Trust DT  Travels to be your 

guide. 

Why choose us?



1 Elephant Orphanage 

2 Yala Leopard Safari

3 Kandy’s Temple of the Tooth 4 Elephants at Minneriya

6 The Galle Dutch Fort

5 Dolphins & Whale Watching 7 Victoria Golf Club - Kandy

8 Hill Country

9 Turtle Hatchery 

10 Horton Plaints
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DT Travels help visitors have a truly immersive experience when 

they choose to visit the inspiring world heritage sites, of which Sri 

Lanka is blessed with staggering eight UNESCO designated World 

Heritage Sites. These are the ancient sacred city of Anuradhapura, 

the ancient city of Polonnaruwa, the sacred city of Kandy, the Sigiriya 

Rock Fortress, the Golden Temple of Dambulla, the historic Galle 

Fort and two natural sites, the Sinharaja Rainforest Reserve and the 

Central Highlands of Sri Lanka.

kingdom ancient 



The hill-country capital of Kandy lies on a plain amidst towering hills and 

looped by Sri Lanka's largest river: the Mahaweli.  The town’s pleasant 

temperate climate, its scenic location and its rich history has made it a 

favourite haunt for travellers. It is also the natural gateway to the stirring 

peaks of Sri Lanka’s hill country.  For almost two centuries Kandy provided 

a safe haven for the proud Kandyan Kingdom, until it finally fell to the 

British in 1815. Now a tiny but bustling city, Kandy still regards itself as the 

bastion of Buddhist philosophy.  During the month of August, Kandy 

dazzles with the sounds and lights of the Kandy Perehara – a magnificent 

procession where a sacred tooth relic of Lord Buddha is majestically 

paraded on elephant back along the streets of Kandy.



adventurers 

Sri Lanka became the first country to set up a flora and fauna sanctuary in 

Mihintale, as long ago as the third century BC, so beginning a long tradition of 

conservation. Now, 12 per cent of the island is designated for wildlife 

protection. Although the strict natural reserves are out of bounds for visitors, 

there are National Parks and sanctuaries, tropical rainforests, and wetland 

marshes throughout the island where animals can be seen in their natural 

habitat. Yala National Park, with a total protected area of 1,267 sq kms, 

maintains a proud tradition. 



Endless blissful days spent soaking up the sun, lazing on the warm sand 

and cooling off in the aquamarine surf awaits all who venture on a tour 

of Sri Lanka's famous beaches. Achieving an enviable tan, while catching 

up on all the summer reading or snoozing with a refreshing cocktail in 

hand, we provide travelers an air conditioned luxury accommodation in 

which to enjoy a relaxing night and awake revitalized for another day of 

fun on the beach. Whether it be Sri Lanka's east coast, west coast or the 

lively southern coast, a beach holiday like no other awaits our customers.



chilling

British planters flocked to the hill country following the introduction of tea 

in 1867 and Nuwara Eliya soon developed into a summer retreat.  Railway 

lines were extended to the southern highlands including Bandarawela.  

Nuwara Eliya’s British tea planters soon saw the potential of Bandarawela 

which was then a little-known village hamlet, but became into a popular 

holiday resort, especially for planters and railway employees.  The Hill 

Country’s magnificent landscapes, cool climate and relaxed lifestyle, 

continues to attract many local and foreign travellers seeking to escape 

the daily grind.



GEMS

Travelers on a gem tour with DT Travels, will be mesmerized not only by the 

valuable colourful stones, but by the entire gem business. With an in-depth 

analysis of the gem fields, the available gems, how it is sourced and the best 

places to purchase Ceylon gemstone from. Whether the purpose is just to 

learn more about these precious and semi-precious stones or to actually 

purchase a few, the gem tour will be an interesting and enlightening 

experience into the world of gemstones.

magnificent 



We provide convenient and experience-packed day tours ranging from in and 

around the capital Colombo, to the astounding greenery of the Hill Country, 

to the sights and sounds of the bustling towns in the deep down south, to the 

Northern coastal areas and to the inspiring ancient cities located in the 

famous Cultural Belt and where the rich cultural heritage of Sri Lanka forms 

part of everyday life and is celebrated daily



Sri Lanka makes an idyllic wedding destination and we help our customers 

combine this with a wedding planned to perfection, incorporating all their 

dreams and desires. Not only does the island provide the ideal romantic 

wedding location but it is also a great way to treat attending guests to a 

heavenly paradise getaway. What our customers need to do, is select from our 

comprehensive range of hotels in different locations across the island and 

narrow down the ones that appeal to them most, based on location and 

budget. Thereafter we do the rest with our consultants helping to sort for the 

couple, the best possible option after regular discussion for their opinions and 

requirements. We also advise them on the necessary documentation and legal 

procedures well in advance, to avoid any unnecessary last minute hiccups.



For customers looking for a specialized holiday 

itinerary, we have the expertise and experience 

to create personalized itineraries which cater to 

a specific customer’s travel wish list. We listen to 

their holiday needs and create an itinerary that 

incorporates experiences to fulfil those needs. 

As we have in depth knowledge and experience 

regarding Sri Lanka, we deliver a holiday 

experience that always satisfies. 

TOURS

scenic 



We offer a comprehensive MICE service, which also 

includes organizing accommodation and all the ground 

arrangements to guarantee our visitors a professional and 

smooth event. Our management team has good 

relationships with the hotels we work with so that we can 

guarantee that all events go according to plan. Customers 

booking MICE tours with us always enjoy an unforgettable 

experience and corporate event. For convenient transport 

options we provide vehicles personally guaranteed by us 

for a high level of luxury and comfort.



ITINERARIES
unique

British planters flocked to the hill country following the introduction of 

tea in 1867 and Nuwara Eliya soon developed into a summer retreat.  

Railway lines were extended to the southern highlands including 

Bandarawela.  Nuwara Eliya’s British tea planters soon saw the 

potential of Bandarawela which was then a little-known village hamlet, 

but became into a popular holiday resort, especially for planters and 

railway employees.  The Hill Country’s magnificent landscapes, cool 

climate and relaxed lifestyle, continues to attract many local and 

foreign travellers seeking to escape the daily grind.



DAY 1: ARRIVAL TO NEGOMBO - 6 KMS – 30 Minutes | Upon arrival to Colombo CMB airport, you will meet your tour leader and you will be 
transferred to your hotel. The first destination will be Negombo coastal city, which has long been known as the most popular beach in Sri 
Lanka, Overnight stay in Negombo.
DAY 2 & 3: NEGOMBO TO DAMBULLA | 200KMS – 4 HOUR | Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage. Visiting Pinnawela grand opportunity to enjoy 
the spectacle up close a large herd of elephants interacting together. The highlight is the elephants at the bathing hours: at 10.00 am and 2.00 
pm daily. Sigiriya Lions Rock is an ancient rock fortress located in the northern Matale District near the town of Dambulla in the Central 
Province, Sri Lanka. Hiriwadunna Authentic Village tour, Minneriya Wildlife National Park, Overnight stay at the Hotel in Dambulla.
DAY 4 & 5: SIGIRIYA TO KANDY | 120KMS – 3.5 HOUR | Spice & Herbal Garden, Temple of Tooth Relic Sri Dalada Maligawa or the Temple of the 
Sacred Tooth Relic is a Buddhist temple in the city of Kandy, Royal Botanical Gardens Peradeniya, Gem Museum, Cultural Dance Show Held in 
Kandy & Overnight stay at the Hotel in Kandy.
DAY 6 & 7: KANDY TO NUWARA ELIYA | 100 KMS – 3.5 HOUR | Ramboda Falls, Tea Factory visit Nuwara-Eliya, Overnight leisure stay at the 
Hotel in Nuwara Eliya, Horton Plains National Park, Ambewela New Zealand Farm, Hakgala Botanical Garden, Overnight leisure stay at the Hotel 
in Nuwara Eliya.
DAY 8:  NUWARA ELIYA TO BENTOTA | 225 KMS – 5.5 HOUR | Devon & St. Clairs Falls, White Water Rafting, Overnight stay at the Hotel in 
Bentota.
DAY 9 & 10:  GALLE CITY TOUR | BENTOTA & AROUND
DAY 11:  BENTOTA TO COLOMBO VIA CITY TOUR | 120 KMS – 2 HOUR | Sea Turtle Hatchery Kosgoda, Explore our exotic city of Colombo, 
Colombo Casino Entertainment (Optional), Overnight stay at the Hotel in Colombo.
DAY 12:  AIRPORT FOR DEPARTURE

YOUR HONEYMOONDESTINATIONS COVERED:
NEGOMBO | SIGIRIYA | KANDY | NUWARA ELIYA | BENTOTA | COLOMBO



DAY 1: ARRIVAL TO DAMBULLA- 210KMS – 4.5 HOUR | Arrive at Bandaranaike International Airport, Katunayake met by representative and 

transfer to hotel in Dambulla, Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage, Sigiriya Lions Rock, Overnight stay at the Hotel in Dambulla.

DAY 2: SIGIRIYA TO KANDY | 100KMS – 3 HOUR | Minneriya National Park, Hiriwadunna Authentic Village tour, Spice & Herbal Garden, 

Overnight stay at the Hotel in Kandy.

DAY 3:  KANDY AND AROUND | Temple of Tooth Relic, Royal Botanical Gardens Peradeniya, Gem Museum, Cultural Dance Show, Overnight stay 

at the Hotel in Kandy. 

DAY 4: KANDY TO NUWARA ELIYA | 85KMS – 3 HOUR | Ramboda Falls, Tea Factory visit Nuwara-Eliya, Overnight leisure stay at the Hotel in 

Nuwara Eliya, Horton Plains National Park, Ambewela New Zealand Farm, Hakgala Botanical Garden, Overnight leisure stay at the Hotel in 

Nuwara Eliya.

DAY 5: NUWARA ELIYA TO KOGGALA | 225 KMS – 5.5 HOUR | White Water Rafting, Turtle Hatchery Kosgoda, Overnight stay at the Hotel in 

Koggala.

DAY 6:  KOGGALA AND AROUND | Maadu River Safari, Galle Dutch Fort, Evening Leisure at the Beach Resort | Overnight stay at the Hotel in 

Koggala.

DAY 7:  KOGGALA TO AIRPORT FOR DEPARTURE.

EDUCATIONAL TOURSDESTINATIONS COVERED:
SIGIRIYA | KANDY | NUWARA ELIYA | KOGGALA



DAY 1: ARRIVAL TO DAMBULLA - 6 KMS – 30 Minutes | Arrive at Bandaranaike International Airport, Katunayake met by representative and 

transfer to hotel in Dambulla, Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage, Sigiriya Lions Rock UNESCO World Heritage Site, Overnight stay at the Hotel in 

Dambulla.

DAY 2: SIGIRIYA TO KANDY | 100KMS – 3 HOUR | Minneriya National Park, Hiriwadunna Authentic Village tour, Spice & Herbal Garden, 

Overnight stay at the Hotel in Kandy.

DAY 3:  KANDY AND AROUND | Temple of Tooth Relic UNESCO World Heritage Site, Royal Botanical Gardens Peradeniya, Gem Museum, 

Cultural Dance Show, Overnight stay at the Hotel in Kandy. 

DAY 4: KANDY TO NUWARA ELIYA | 85KMS – 3 HOUR | Ramboda Falls, Tea Factory visit Nuwara-Eliya, Overnight leisure stay at the Hotel in 

Nuwara Eliya, 

DAY 5: NUWARA ELIYA AND AROUND | Horton Plains National Park, Ambewela New Zealand Farm, Hakgala Botanical Garden, Overnight 

leisure stay at the Hotel in Nuwara Eliya.

DAY 6: NUWARA ELIYA TO YALA | 100 KMS – 3.5 HOUR | Ella Little Adam's Peak, Ravana Falls, Overnight stay at Hotel in Tissamaharama.

DAY 7:  YALA TO HIKKADUWA | 225 KMS - 3 HOUR | Yala National Park UNESCO World Heritage, Galle Dutch Fort, Turtle Hatchery, Overnight 

stay at Hotel in Hikkaduwa.

DAY 8:  HIKKADUWA AND AROUND | Dolphin & Whales watching, Madu River Boat Ride (Optional), Mask Factory.

DAY 9:  HIKKADUWA TO COLOMBO | 175 KMS - 2.5 HOUR | Water Sports Activities, Sea Turtle Hatchery Kosgoda, Gangaramaya Temple / 

Independent Square / Galle face green, Commercial Shopping, Museum, Colombo Casino Entertainment (Optional), Overnight stay at Hotel in 

Colombo.

DAY 10:  COLOMBO TO AIRPORT FOR DEPARTURE

CAMPING & WILDLIFEDESTINATIONS COVERED:
SIGIRIYA | KANDY | NUWARA ELIYA | YALA | HIKKADUWA | COLOMBO



DAY 1: ARRIVAL TO COLOMBO - 35 KMS – 45 Minutes | Upon arrival to Colombo CMB airport, you will meet your tour leader and you will be 

transferred to your hotel. Evening leave for Gambling at a Casino of your Choice (Bellagio / MGM/ Ballys)

Overnight Stay at Hotel in Colombo

DAY 2: COLOMBO CITY TOUR AND AROUND | Drive through the city taking you to the busy commercial areas as well as the tree-lined 

residential, Cinnamon Gardens. Visit Fort, the former British administrative center and military garrison, Sea Street – the Goldsmith's quarters 

in the heart of Pettah, the Bazaar area, where is also a Hindu Temple with elaborate stone carvings and the Dutch Church of Wolfendhal dating 

back to 1749. Also visit the BMICH, see the replica of Avukana Buddha and Independence Square. Afternoon at leisure. 

Evening: Leave for Gambling at a Casino of your Choice (Bellajio / MGM/ Ballys)

Overnight Stay at Hotel Colombo.

DAY 3:  COLOMBO TO AIRPORT FOR DEPARTURE

CASINO & ENTERTAINMENTDESTINATIONS COVERED:
SIGIRIYA | KANDY | NUWARA ELIYA | YALA | HIKKADUWA | COLOMBO



We work with over 1000 accommodation properties, each chosen 

for its excellence of service, special significance, artistic and cultural 

importance and value for money. Catering to all needs, our 

accommodation portfolio includes boutique hotels, beach hotels, 

bungalows and mansions, cultural area hotels, camping options and 

hill country hotels. By working closely and personally we ensure that 

the accommodation providers maintain their excellent standards 

and are monitored and overseen by us for quality assurance. We 

work with accommodations across the island, allowing us to in turn 

provide our customers with a varied range of holiday options, so 

that they enjoy an experienced-filled vacation in Sri Lanka.







luxury

Our customers enjoy luxury transfers to and from the airport thanks 

to our well maintained fleet of luxury vehicles. Our drivers will meet 

customers and perform as driver cum guide throughout the 

duration of the holiday, till departure. A vehicle suitable for the 

number of the tour group is provided ensuring comfortable travel 

for the customers as they travel around Sri Lanka.



Cars for 02 Passengers

Vans for 06 Passengers

Vans for 12 PassengersMini Coaches for 16 Passengers

Large Coaches for 39 Passengers

Yacht Services Sea Plane Transfers

Large Coaches for 47 Passengers

Large Coaches for 39 Passengers



See What our 

Customers
 talk about us







INDIA
MALAYSIA

QATAR

AUSTRALIASPAIN
INDONESIA
UNITED KINGDOM

GERMANY
HONG KONG

Find Us On

Head Office  - Sri Lanka
No: 165 Z/03, Batagama North, Ja Ela. Sri Lanka - 11350

T: +94 11 224 1609 M: +94 77 630 7625 / +94 77 753 1167

E: enquiries-dttravels@outlook.com | sales-dttravels@outlook.com

W:  /  www.dttravelssl.com www.dttravessl.wixsite.com/dttravelssl
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